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My opinion

It is my opinion that the Climate Emergency as
humanityâ€™s precipice warrants resourceful
adaptations in environmental activism by inventing
public opinion rather than investigating public opinion if
it wants to emulate the sweeping success of political
conservatism globally [1-3]. We have always talked
about preventive management and recently lapped up
to promoting curative management [4-5]. However, if
the Climate Emergency becomes incurable, we must
prepare for palliative (care) management to guide the
resilient ones to outlive it and for terminal (care)
management to comfort others who will fail to survive.

It is my opinion that one method for preemptive
palliation may be about practicing and promoting being
child-free (voluntary childlessness) [6-7]. Voluntary
childlessness is not a new normal [8]. It just reinvents
multi-thousand-year-old normal whereby globally,
spiritualism often advocates the practice of celibacy.
By utilizing modern-age methods and activities,
voluntary childlessness allows even the fragile
commoners to  s t r ide on the path of  th is
â€œenvironmentalismâ€• which has been treaded
only by the resolute spiritualists historically due to the
absent provisions for contraception unless renouncing
pleasure [9].

Voluntary childlessness will only be palliative and NOT
preventative in terms of the Climate Emergency
because universal childlessness meaning human
extinction will never happen as it must never be the
intended target of voluntary childlessness [10]. As
analogous to planned grazing [11], planned
childlessness will and must always remain limited to
the altruist generations who will selectively and
voluntarily choose to practice it on rotation cycles so
that the environmental costs to arrange palliation for
the child-bearing generations will remain manageable
considering that selectively and voluntarily overcoming
the innate instinct to reproduce so as to survive
through descendants has been made possible as well
as easier by the advent and acceptance of modern
contraceptive methods and virtual pleasure activities.

Concurrently, focus on voluntary childlessness may

warrant humanity to align global strategies towards
productive qualitative living instead of prolonged
quantitative living. Herein, it is my opinion that
developing consensus for accepting dying-mean via
Vanaprastha-Sannyasa may come in handy as a
method complementing the preemptive palliationâ€™s
reach  o f  be ing  ch i ld - f ree .  Essen t ia l l y ,
Vanaprastha-Sannyasa (Retired-Renounced Life)
[12-13], an Eastern ideology, can be explained to
those at the dusk of life who can then consider
voluntarily volunteering to live their remaining life by
the principles of underconsumption till they naturally
meet their ends while neither shortening their lives
artificially materialistically nor prolonging their lives
artificially materialistically. Regarding man-made
systems of economy, voluntarily planned and
practiced child-free and dying-mean way of life may
have the potential to create less debts for the future
generations to repay unless future generations
themselves get so much downsized that already
dwindling debts still end up overwhelming them forcing
them to realign and rectify their fertility as well as
consumption strategies once again during their times
according to the needs of their times.

Â 

It is ironical that the unresolvable core question is what
the appropriate longevity is [14]. It is my opinion that
one primarily lives long to immortality through
oneâ€™s descendantsâ€™ generations and thus
living long in itself without generating descendants
may turn out to be immaterial unless one begins
counting oneâ€™s legacy to outlive oneself through
other fellow beings' descendantsâ€™ generations
creating immortality for oneâ€™s legacy though not
for oneâ€™s genes [15]. Metaphorically, when
comparing 4x100m relay race with 400m race, one
realizes that one as a team of four clocks faster time in
4x100m relay race as compared to when one is
running 400m race alone thus providing the faster
turnover of shorter spanned generations for the
genesâ€™ regenerating immortality in the relayed
races as compared to lonersâ€™ potentially dead-end
generations with dead-end to immortality therein. This
may be how simpler organismsâ€™ regenerative
systems may be getting benefitted in terms of
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longevity for their species even though sometimes
individual organismsâ€™ lives may appear to be much
shorter spanned from individualistic perspectives [16].
Again, it is ironical that humanity will eternally face the
di lemma how to consciously choose and
empathetically balance individualsâ€™ longevity with
speciesâ€™ longevity with environmentsâ€™
longevity.

To complete the thought, lessons can be drawn from
an anciently and historically known mythological
character from the East, Bhishma, who voluntarily
vowed to be child-free for life for the sake of
othersâ€™ descendants and was in return blessed by
others to dying-mean in his own time chosen at his
own discretion so as to exemplify the difficult and yet
attainable path for future generations if they choose to
understand why to do so [17]. Further completing the
thought by taking (borrowing) pages from the Eastern
theological figuresâ€™ mythological sagas depicting
reincarnating cycle of life while donating (from) bodies
after death to eco-friendly decompositions [18-21],
those voluntarily practicing being child-free and
deciding to dying-mean can choose to make their
wishes known to their heirs about having eco-friendly
decomposition methods for their bodies after their
deaths [22], like â€œRecomposeâ€• being the method
of natural organic reduction which has been recently
legalized (effective May 2020) in the State of
Washington State in the United States [23-26].

Summarily, it is my opinion that while working for
prevention and cure of the Climate Emergency,
humanity should ready itself for its palliation and
terminal care as well. Herein, being child-free to
eventually dying-mean while returning â€œdust to
dustâ€• with eco-decompose may appear to be one of
the most humane methods to contro l  the
environmental burden of humanity, overwhelming the
imminent Climate Emergency.
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